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EPA to study Hudson PCBs
Pollutant from factories crushed river's fishing industry'J
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poluan — inated al- - Manufactured until 197 y -
m0st all the river's Hsh and wiped out santo Co., PCBs — or polychlorinated bi-. ing industry phenyls —were used to insulate and lubrielectrical components. They havmost _. ...
— by 1995."There is nothing, that even comes
close to PCBs In terms of the problems it
causes for the Hudson River," said
Bridget Barclay, a study participant and
the environmental director for the Hud-'
son River Sloop Clearwater, an environ-
mental group based in Poughkeepsie. :

"U is the single biggest pollutant in
terms of keeping the striped bass fishery
closed, in keeping the American eel fish-
ery closed and in causing a total ban on
fishing on the 40 miles of river between

; Hudson Falls and Troy."
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cate electrical components. They have'
been linked to cancer in animals and birth
defects in humans.. From the late 1940s until 1977, General
.Electric dumped about 1.1 million pounds
of PCBs into the Hudson from factories in
Hudson Falls and Fort Edward, north of
Albany.The pollutant settled on the river hot-'
torn behind a deteriorating dam at Fort:;
Edward. But when the dam was demol-*
ished in 1973, the PCBs dispersed. >
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Officials hope to union u» .—, _.
August 1992 and to begin cleaning, up,the
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hopes that they would consume
the PCBs ~ •A 40-mile stretch 'north of

•• Troy, where the highest concen-
trations were found, was later1!
ruled eligible for cleanup under
the federal Superfund Act.: - . : . "
.' , When the .suspected carcino-

/ gen was detected in fish in 1976,
the state banned commercial
fishing on the river for all species
except shad and made sport fish-
ing illegal in the 40 miles north
of Troy.

! In 1984, EPA — afraid that
dredging would stir the sedi-
ments and send them down river
— ruled that for the time being,
the safest thing was to do noth-

' ing. But in 1989, with new dredg-
'. ing methods available to stop the

; spread of sediments, EPA decid-
ed to review its decision.

: The agency has hired TAMS
Consultants of Manhattan and
Gradient Corp. of Boston to do
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the public's role in the stu
"It's starting from square one."

^ According to' Douglas Toro^
chuk EPA.g project manager,

.
The work W i»art two of the

project is slated.to start in Au-

%^^JT*>formed several groups of citizens
and officials to oversee the work.
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st month in Saratoga Springs.

"This is an enormous, enor-
undertaking," said Ann

lenski, EPA's coordinator of
• -• .̂ .̂ ,. nji,H.

tins o».«.,,
three parts. . • .

•,: First, researchers will review-
cleanup methods, risks to the
environment and human health,
and how PCBs spread through

• the river and accumulate in fish.
Tomchuk said he expected to
have a report finished by May. (.

Second, scientists will take
is of contaminated sedi-
and perhaps try treating
amounts of it, Tomchuk

treatments, possibly
cneinwoi »r biological, would be
experimental.

As an example of a chemical
treatment, Tomchuk said, the
chlorine atoms that make up part
of the PCBs could be separated
from the chemical compound,
leaving chlorine and biphenyls,
which individually would be easi-
er to dispose of. A biological
treatment could involve exposing
the PCBs to higher levels of bac-
teria and nutrients than they
would encounter in the river in

it-Third,'officials will study and
evaluate different cleanup meth-
ods and eliminate those "that
won't work on the-Hudson. -
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the PCBs in the
river and either treat it or cap it
so it does not spread; or remove
it and treat it on land.

"We're not pro-dredge, we're
not anti-dredge," Rychlenski
said. "We're just looking at all
the options."

: Tomchuk said he hoped to
have a final* report by August
1992; followed by a recommenda-
tion, public hearings and the
design of an actual cleanup plan.

There is no estimate of the
cost, which he hopes to convince
General Electric to pay, he said.
If not, EPA could order the com-
pany to pay. As a last resort,

. federal Superfund money would
be used.
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